VICTR Studios

Studios are structured dynamic sessions that bring together relevant research experts in a particular methodology to focus on a specific stage of research. Sessions typically last 90 minutes and Studio managers provide the investigator with an audio recording and comprehensive notes following the session. Potential applicants should visit this page for more information. Applicants are strongly encouraged to give the Studio manager at least 6 weeks (or more) lead time to offer the best chance of getting the right experts in the room.

To request a studio...

- Go here in StarBRITE and click on VICTR Resource Request under Request a Studio
- You will click on new request and complete the 10-step application
- In step 3, you’ll select Studio Sessions and then click on the studio type you are requesting (i.e., study design, grant review)
- Enter that you need 1 studio and the $500 amount will auto fill
- Then, complete all the items in the box regarding your research question(s), types of expertise desired, etc. and press ADD TO CART at the bottom of that form (you may have to scroll a little)
- The next few steps are self-explanatory. After you review, submit your request and a member of our team will process

After you submit the studio request...

- Our studio directors will recommend potential experts based on your specific application
- A studio manager will request your availability - generally 4-6 dates and times
- The studio manager will email the potential dates/times to the studio experts and will confirm the best date/time based on expert availability

Once your studio is confirmed...

- The studio manager will send a draft copy of your pre-review materials and your specific questions to the studio experts approximately 1 week before the studio
- You will be asked to complete/sign a conflict of interest form to allow us to provide CME credits to the attendees
After your studio...

- The studio manager will compile the expert comment sheets which will be incorporated into notes taken during the studio; this written feedback will be sent to you 1-2 weeks following the studio.

For questions or concerns, please contact Colleen Lawrence in the VICTR office:

Colleen E. Lawrence, PhD, CCRP
Research Services Consultant III
Vanderbilt University, VICTR
2525 West End Avenue, 6th Floor
Nashville, TN 37203
Phone: (615) – 343-3712
Email: colleen.lawrence@vanderbilt.edu